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Abstract—Localization in large-scale environments with
robust performance is a persistent challenge for mobile
robots. This article proposes a novel system to achieve ac-
curate and robust visual localization performance in large-
scale environments with appearance-changing surround-
ings. Our system starts from a stage of extracting stable
visual features with an object segmentation network. After
measurement postprocessing and extrinsic precalibration,
we propose a graph-based optimization module to estimate
the optimal pose as well as extrinsics. We construct opti-
mization constraints with refined wheel odometry, feature
matching between images, and correspondences between
images and the prebuild map. We evaluate our segmenta-
tion module on our proposed datasets and test our local-
ization module with seven sequences (9.8 km total length)
in real port scenes with different working conditions from
day to night and sunny to rainy. Experiment results demon-
strate the decimeter-level accuracy and robust performance
of our approach in various challenging scenarios, show-
ing competitive performance compared with state-of-the-
art LiDAR-based localization methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

In Recent years, demands of deploying unmanned ground ve-
hicles (UGVs) in limited areas, such as unmanned port vehicles
(UPVs) in ports, are growing. Accurate localization (error ≤
10 cm) of UPVs for containers loading is the most fundamental
ability. The GPS, however, is commonly interfered by cranes’
mechanical structure. With the development of simultaneous lo-
calization and mapping (SLAM) in autonomous driving, visual
localization approaches show their potential for such challeng-
ing tasks. Existing localization approaches with a monocular
camera have been demonstrated with great properties (e.g., low
cost and small size) on various platforms such as drones [1],
[2] and UGVs [3]. However, they still suffer from shortcom-
ings such as appearance changes in outdoor environments [4].
For instance, illumination and seasonal appearance change ex-
tremely affect image perception tasks [5]. In addition, existing
visual localization algorithms [3], [6] usually assume a working
environment with static surroundings (e.g., trees, buildings) for
corresponding matching between descriptors and a 3-D map.
This characteristic usually induces significant outliers to data
associations in real-world environments, such as port scenes,
which only have frequently moving container stacks, trucks,
and gantry cranes. Last but not least, most visual localization
approaches have meter-level drifts after several kilometers of
movement, which is not acceptable for autonomous driving
applications.

Recently, we have noticed the outstanding performance of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in challenging percep-
tual conditions [7]–[10], and the trend of detecting predefined
semantic visual markers [11] instead of the traditional point
features in large-scale localization tasks. Compared with the
traditional monocular visual-based localization approach, we
consider that a multicamera system with neural networks and
semantic auxiliaries enhances system robustness significantly.

B. Challenges

Although visual-based approaches have shown remarkable
performance for accurate localization, there are still several
challenges in the large-scale outdoor environments:
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1) Localization Accuracy: To ensure the accuracy of the vi-
sual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system,
pose estimation, and mapping algorithms are compounded to-
gether for consistency. Accumulated drifts of pose estimation
and map construction are increasing with the movement of
robots, and loop closure eliminates drifts by recognizing already
visited areas compared with the 3-D map. For better system
accuracy, the prebuild point cloud map is adopted instead of
constructing in real-time [3]. However, this approach is only
available in scenes with static references such as buildings and
trees for prebuild map consistency. In port scenes, changing
appearance (container stacks and gantry cranes) affects the
consistency of the maintained map, leading to mismatching and
failure in the loop closure. In addition, computational resources
also limit the size of the constructing map in large-scale envi-
ronments.

2) Extrinsic Calibration: As emphasized in our previous
works [12], the slight extrinsic perturbation is detrimental to the
system performance. Heavy containers affect UPVs’ mechanical
structure dramatically, leading to variations of sensors’ extrinsic
parameters. Offline hand-eye calibration [13] is not available
for real-time systems. Online calibration problems have been
studied in [2] by simultaneous estimation of extrinsics and
ego-motion in a tightly coupled optimization module. However,
this process easily fails for local optimized results if systems do
not have a good initial value of extrinsics. In order to manage
the centimeter-level localization error, it is essential to model
the extrinsic perturbation online.

3) Appearance Changing: Visual-based systems suffer from
appearance-changing problems a lot. Illumination, seasonal ap-
pearance, and weather conditions variation lead to unstable
descriptors extraction. Learning-based approaches can handle
challenging perceptual conditions, but the large computational
consumption and additional acceleration computational units
limit their application in industry scenes. In order to meet this
tradeoff, we need to design an efficient network structure for
real-time feature extraction.

C. Contributions

These challenges motive us to propose a novel visual lo-
calization approach in large-scale appearance-changing envi-
ronments, such as port scenes. We consider a lightweight and
globally consistent map instead of the popular point cloud map
or building the map in real-time. The map only comprises 2-D
positions of predefined markers and lanes on the ground, which
are more common and consistent than natural structural objects
in ports. To enhance the robustness of our system under various
appearance conditions, we propose a lane and diamond-shaped
road marker segmentation network (LDS-Net). In addition, we
propose a complete camera-vehicle calibration module to solve
the problem of extrinsic variations affected by dynamic loads.
We first introduce the precalibration step with the vehicle struc-
ture model and epipolar constraints of images before and after
container loading. With these inputs, an accurate and robust
localization module is then proposed with a graph-based op-
timization module.

Accordingly, we identify our contributions as follows:
1) An efficient network structure for lane and marker seg-

mentation. We extend spatial convolution neural network
(SCNN) [9], and Mask-RCNN [8] with a shared backbone
for fast and efficient performance.

2) A complete self-calibration module to eliminate the ef-
fects of UPVs’ loading variations. We utilize a vehicle-
structure-based model as an extrinsics initial value and
optimize it with the direct method of epipolar constraints.

3) A novel visual localization system for large-scale envi-
ronments with appearance-changing surroundings. We
construct a lightweight prebuild map and a graph-based
optimization approach that utilizes the refined wheel
odometry preintegration, feature matching of detected
masks, and PnP-based optimization for a robust and ac-
curate localization performance.

We validate the proposed system in various working condi-
tions, showing the decimeter-level accuracy and long-duration
consistency, which is competitive to state-of-the-art LiDAR-
based methods. To the best of our knowledge, our proposed
system is the first visual-based localization solution for UPVs
applied in real port operations. To benefit the research com-
munity, we release an open-source port scene image dataset,1

including semantic information such as lane and road marker
information in various working conditions.

D. Organization

In Section V, we propose the architecture of the LDS-Net.
RCNN-based [8] object segmentation generates the road marker
mask, and the SCNN-based [9] lane segmentation provides
the lane information, in Sections V-B and V-C, respectively.
We present the measurement preprocessing in Section VI. We
also consider the extrinsic revision by loading variation in Sec-
tion VII. Graph-based optimization is introduced in VIII. And
finally, Section IX concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Large-Scale Visual Localization

Image-retrieval methods regress camera poses by searching
out the most high-ranking stored image and the camera pose
from the prior database [14], [15]. The efficiency and accuracy
highly depend on 2-D descriptor selections and database sam-
pling strategies. To reduce false-positive matches and influence
by appearance changes, Milford and Wyeth [16] matched a
sequence of images rather than an individual image. With the de-
velopment of CNN, learning-based visual descriptors strengthen
the place recognition performance by dense pixel-wise features
or semantic understanding [17]–[19]. Daniel [20] adopted sparse
learned features, including key points and descriptors to replace
counterparts.

Compared with image-retrieval approaches, structure-based
approaches have been shown to have a great improvement in
localization accuracy. 2-D descriptors are extracted to match

1[Online]. Available: https://sites.google.com/view/dsl-dataset
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with the 3-D dense, or sparse map by RANSAC and PnP
solver [21]. Huang et al. [22] proposed a Gaussian Mixture-
based representation to extract compact structural features from
the map. Such methods [23], [24] show great performance only
in environments with static and structural reference such as
buildings or trees. With map size growing, this matching process
becomes inefficient and computational resource-consuming.

To realize the visual localization in appearance changing
scenes, applying predefined road markers on the ground, which
are consistent and friendly to the construction, is a favorable
option for robust feature extraction. Therefore, we propose a
visual localization system with road markers segmentation and
a graph-based optimization modules.

B. Object Detection and Segmentation

There is plentiful existing research on object detection and
segmentation based on deep neural networks [10], [25]–[27].
They adopt CNN architectures to extract meaningful features
and subsequently exploit these features for classification and
regression tasks [28]. In recent years, with the inspiration of
feature pyramid, FPN is proposed to extract multiscale features
from images and improve the scale invariance [29].

The region-proposal framework is a popular pipeline for
object detection. It first generates proposals with unsupervised
methods [30] or a region proposal network (RPN) [25], and then
classifies and refines the proposals with SVMs or CNNs. Com-
pared with object detection, instance segmentation networks
estimate additional masks for detected bounding boxes [8], [31].
In our method, we adopt the Mask R-CNN architecture [8] for
diamond road marker segmentation.

Long et al. first proposed deep learning networks for semantic
segmentation with a full convolution network (FCN), which
includes only convolutional layers [32]. It allows the network to
take an image of arbitrary size and estimate pixel-wise classes of
the same shape. Huval et al. [33] first attempted adopting deep
learning in lane detection. Pan et al. [9] proposed SCNN for
lane segmentation under the context of autonomous driving and
innovated spatial convolution layers to embed the spatial infor-
mation of pixels into feature space. In our proposed LDS-Net,
we solve a multitask learning problem and jointly achieve road
marker segmentation and lane segmentation. An FPN is adopted
to extract shared multiscale features for these two tasks.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We denote the pose of the UPV as xk in the kth frame. The set
of observationszk = (zk1, . . .zkn) containsn random variables
for multiple sensors inputs. xk can be derived as

x∗
k=argmin

xk

P (zk|xk)P (xk)=argmin
xk

n∏
i=1

P (zki|xk)P (xk).

(1)
This equation can be treated as a maximum likelihood esti-

mation (MLE) to compute the most likely pose that maximized

TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE

the pdf with a least-squares problem

x∗
k = argmin

xk

1
2

n∑
i=1

‖ N i(xk)− zki ‖2
Σi

(2)

where‖ a ‖2
Σ= a�Σ−1a andΣdenotes the covariance matrix of

residuals. We extend the MLE to our visual localization system
for the pose estimation and extrinsics in (6) and (7).

IV. OVERVIEW

Our proposed visual localization pipeline is shown in Fig. 1.
The network provides segmentation results of road markers and
lanes for extracting edge intersections and the heading angle.
The wheel odometry and heading angle are adopted to provide
a higher frequency but easy-to-drift refined odometry. An opti-
mization module utilizes a graph-based approach for pose and
extrinsic optimization for reducing accumulated drifts. We also
analyze the influence of extrinsic perturbation by formulating it
as a polynomial fitting model as prior and epipolar constraints
from homograph transformation.

The nomenclature is defined in Table I.Fb is the UPV baselink
with no loadings. We assume that the proposed system is for
UPVs, so we only consider the 2-D translation estimation in xy
plane and yaw angle in rotation estimation. Due to the large
size of the UGV (15 × 3 × 1.7 m), we utilize two cameras,
which are installed on the front and rear part, respectively, of the
vehicle for better heading angle estimation. Intrinsic parameters
of cameras are assumed to be known with pitch angle revising
to the ground for better road marker observation. We store all
diamond-shaped road marker corners’ and lanes’ 3-D positions
measured by the electronic total station as a lightweight prebuild
map. We assume that the initial pose of UPV is assigned by the
GPS with road marker observation. Initial extrinsic is calculated
by 2D–3D matching of road marker mask and prebuild map. We
also assume that cameras are rigidly connected with the UPV.

V. ROAD MARKER AND LANE SEGMENTATION

Our proposed network takes two raw images, each from
the front and rear monoculars, as inputs. Outputs are masks
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of the proposed system. The system starts with feature extraction and two segmentation tasks in Section V. We refine edge
intersections and heading angle information in Section VI. The graph-based optimization consists of refined wheel odometry, keyframes feature
matching, and PnP corresponding (see Section VIII). Keyframes are images with detected road markers.

Fig. 2. LDS-Net architecture. It contains three modules: ResNet-FPN for multiscale feature extraction, a lane segmentation branch, and a road
marker segmentation branch. Blue blocks denote network layers, while gray blocks denote features in embedding spaces (best viewed in color).

of road markers and lanes. Fig. 2 shows the overview of net-
work architecture with three modules: feature extractor with
feature pyramid network (FPN) backbone, diamond-shaped road
marker segmentation, and lane segmentation.

A. FPN-Based Feature Extractor

Diamond-shaped road markers span the whole image. Due
to the perspective effect, we adopt the ResNet-FPN [8], [34] as
the backbone to extract multiscale features in order to make the
features invariant to the shape scale. The bottom-up pathway
is implemented with ResNet-50 [35], and the output of each
stage’s last residual block is used as the different-scale features.
We use the C2, C3, C4, C5 in [34], which are last residual blocks
outputs of conv2, conv3, conv4, conv5 in ResNet. They are with
different scales derived from their strides of 4, 8, 16, 32 pixels
with respect to the input image. The conv1 is not included due
to its large memory footprint.

B. Road Marker Segmentation

We formulate the diamond road marker segmentation as the
instance segmentation problem and adopt the Mask-RCNN ar-
chitecture [36] to segment the individual road marker from input
images. It contains three modules: a RPN, a bounding box esti-
mation branch, and a mask estimation branch, as shown in Fig. 2.
Different scale features C2, C3, C4, C5 are inputs of RPN for
proposal generation. By ROI alignment, features related to each
proposal are gathered and input into bounding-box estimation
and mask estimation branches. For details about Mask-R CNN,
please refer to [36].

C. Lane Segmentation

We design the lane segmentation module based on SCNN
network [9]. Spatial convolution layers help propagate the spatial
information to the top hidden layer for lane segmentation. Based
on our experimental results in Section IX-B, we adopt the
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Fig. 3. (a) Raw image on the top and its segmentation mask below.
(b) The details in region A. We restore edge intersections as
p1, p2, p3, and p4 for matching with the map. (a) Image and its mask.
(b) Refinement for intersections in Region A.

feature C3 from ResNet-FPN as the input feature for the lane
segmentation module to balance the accuracy and the memory
footprint. Compared to SCNN network [9], a transpose 2-D
convolution layer is added before the final convolution layer
to improve the resolution of the final lane segmentation results.
Besides estimating masks of lanes ŷLD,mask ∈ RW×H×5,2 the
lane segmentation module estimates the existence of lanes as a
4-length tensor ŷLD,exist ∈ R4 with high-level features.

D. Loss Function

We linearly combine loss functions of the lane segmentation
and the road marker segmentation to jointly train two tasks. The
loss function L is defined as

L = LSD + LLD

LSD = LSD,cls + LSD,box + LSD,mask

LLD = εCE(ŷLD,seg,yLD,seg)

+ λεCE(ŷLD,exist,yLD,exist),

(3)

where LSD and LLD denote the loss function for lane segmen-
tation and diamond road marker segmentation. Definitions of
LSD, cls, LSD, box, LSD, mask are the same as [8].

VI. MEASUREMENT POSTPROCESSING

We implement two steps to postprocess segmentation masks.
We first refine edge intersections from unsmooth masks and
create correct correspondences for each feature pair. Then, we
determine the heading angle inFW by associating lane detection
masks with the prebuild map.

A. Segmentation Results Postprocessing

1) Edge Intersection Refinement: Roadmarker segmentation
results from Section IV-B are binary 0-1 classification labels to
distinguish foreground and background, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Edges of detected roadmarkers are not exactly smooth and accu-
rate as expected due to various reasons such as image resolution,

2W and H denote the shape of the image, and five denotes the number of
classes (the background and four lanes).

Fig. 4. Illustration of the mask matching with the prebuild map. The
blue mask is the bridge to connect the 3-D position from the map with
the corresponding detected intersection.

network detection accuracy, and quality of training dataset. Edge
Points (whose neighbors’ labels with both 0 and 1) on the same
edge are divided into groups. For each point k in a group, a line
is optimized as

argmin
A,B,C

{
1
N

∑
xi,yi∈K

|Axi +Byi + C|√
A2 +B2

}

s.t.
∑

xi,yi∈K

|Axi +Byi + C|√
A2 +B2

< d (4)

where A,B,C are parameters of a line function, K is the point
set, with N points, inside a circle with k as the center, and l is
the radius. d is the distance threshold for selecting proper lines.
Both l and d are tuning parameters. We treat the line as a proper
fitting line for one edge if its parameters A,B,C satisfy (4).
Four lines are optimized to surround the detected mask as large
as possible, and four intersections are generated as the final 2-D
points for matching [see Fig. 3(b)].

2) False Detection Rejection: Due to the performance of
LDS-Net and challenging working conditions, road marker and
lane detection have some false detection. We design a rejection
step to filter false detections. With the prior information of road
markers and the camera pose, we reproject detected road markers
to the 3-D coordinates inFW to compare with real road marker’s
dimension. We also utilize the parallel characteristics with fixed
road width for false detection rejection.

3) Feature Correspondence With Prebuild Map: Based on
history localization results and prebuild map, the next road
markers’ 2-D position in the image plane can be estimated. We
match estimated and detected roadmarkers with a point-to-point
correspondence by aligning their geometry centers and search-
ing the closest point pairs with KD-tree, as shown in Fig. 4. Here,
we only match roadmarkers with entire four edge intersections
detected.

B. Heading Angle Estimation:

With the help of the homography matrix, we can transfer the
lane segmentation results from Section V-C to a bird’s-eye-view
perspective. We compute the homography matrix by selecting
four points inFW and corresponding points in the image, which
could be edge intersections of a roadmarker. As the large size of
the UPV, we adopt both front and rear images to splice a complete
lane image. The heading angle in Fb is the intersection angle
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Fig. 5. Illustration of fitting planes for pitch angles (a) and z translations
(b). The x–y axis means the weight of loadings (unit in tons) in the front
and rear parts of the UPV. Black dots are data samples. The color of
planes varies by the z-axis.

between the lane and image vertical central axis. By aligning the
detected lane with the prebuild map, the heading angle in FW is
retrieved. With this information, we refine the wheel odometry’s
rotation by methods in [37].

VII. EXTRINSICS PRECALIBRATION

Extrinsic parameters are hugely changed with loading varia-
tion because of containers’ tons of weights. However, existing
online approaches only focus on calibration problems caused by
mechanical vibration, which are relatively small. We introduce
our extrinsic precalibration approach with a structural model as
an initial value and refinement with visual constraints. Extrinsic
will also be optimized in graph-based optimization in the next
section.

A. Polynomial Fitting With Vehicle Structure Model

We describe extrinsic parameters of cameras to Fb as Tb
ci ,

where i indicates camera index. We aim to module the Tb
ci

caused by containers’ weights and consider this as a polynomial
fitting problem. Thanks to the electronic total station, we record
the tbci of each monocular with different loading weights (every
8 tons from 0 to 64 tons) and calculate the corresponding Rb

ci

by solving the 3D–2D [38] homography problem with fixed
translation constrains. Third-order fitting is adopted because
of nonsensitive to noise observation and less fitting data re-
quirements. We show the fitting plane results with estimated
extrinsic parameters in Fig. 5. Loadings mainly affect the pitch
and z-axis of the camera extrinsic parameters by analyzing tbci
with corresponding Rb

ci , and we can see that variations in the
z-axis are as large as 10 cm. This fitting model provides rough
calibration results with the container’s weight information as
input.

B. Refinement With Epipolar Constrains

The proposed vehicle model can only provide a rough extrin-
sic because of the uncertainty of vehicles structure consistency.
We also adopt epipolar constraints to refine rotation part of
Tb

ci . The BRIEF descriptors [39] are utilized to extract visual
features, and the fundamental matrix with RANSAC is used for
2D–2D matching outlier rejections. We fix the tbci and solve a
better Rb

ci as final extrinsic precalibration results.
For each time that UPVs are stationary for container loading

or unloading, we will update extrinsics with these precalibration

Fig. 6. Illustration of the graph-based optimization model of camera
pose estimation. k1 and k2 indicate different timestamp. Red, black, and
blue lines indicate constrains of PnP matching, feature matching, and
wheel odometry, respectively.

steps. With these extrinsic values as priors, we develop an
online optimization module for extrinsic. We treat extrinsics
as parameters of the state vector and construct a graph-based
optimization module to provide an accurate extrinsic estimation.
We introduce this part in the next section.

VIII. GRAPH-BASED OPTIMIZATION

We formulate the localization problem through an optimiza-
tion module. This process is inspired by the graph-based op-
timization approach with a sliding window. The wheel odom-
etry refined by the heading angle estimation provides a high
frequency but easy-to-drift pose estimation. Continuous images
with the same detected road marker will be a keyframes set
to eliminate the drift in the optimization part. We treat image
frames with matched roadmarkers as keyframes and others as
normal frames.

A. Formulation

The state vector is defined as

X = [x1, . . . ,xn,x
b
c1 , . . . ,xb

ci ]

xk = [qW
bk
, tWbk ], k ∈ [1, n]

xb
ci = [qb

ci , t
b
ci ], i ∈ [1, I] (5)

where xk is the pose of the UPV in FW at different timestamps,
xb
ci is the extrinsics from camera i to Fb , I is the number

of camera, and n is the size of the window. We only choose
state vectors with detected road marker masks into the window
for optimization. To estimate correspondences between these
states, we build a graph-based optimization module. As shown
in Fig. 6, a graphical model is constructed with edge constraints
from three approaches: the wheel odometry between two camera
poses, visual feature epipolar constraints, and the PnP matching
constraints between keyframes and the prebuild map. The wheel
odometry provides the motion observation of UPVs inFb , which
can be treated as the IMU observation in the popular visual-
inertial-system (VINS) [40], [41]. Feature epipolar constraints
are only utilized to match features of detected road markers
corners. As proposed in Section I, normal features are not robust
in such environments, and we choose the stable features detected
by the proposed LDS-Net. We construct an MLE estimation with
residual errors as

X̂ = argmin
X

{f(X )α + f(X )θ + f(X )φ}
(6)
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where f()α is the error function between keyframes of epipo-
lar constraints, f()θ is the reproject error function between
keyframes and road markers in FW , f()φ is the wheel odometry
preintegration, which we employ from [42], I is an indicator of
masks’ corners in keyframes, and K is the indicator of road
marker corners in F. Our approach outputs optimization results
when the window contains road marker detected pose and re-
fined wheel odometry preintegration results in other conditions.
Ceres Solver [43] is used to solve the graph-based optimization
problem of (6).

B. Optimization With a PnP Solver:

We implement a reliable 2D–3D PnP solution since we have
the accurate 3-D positions from the pre-build map. In each
keyframe, we provide the detailed information of (6) as

f(X )θ = argmin
X

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

1/ei∑
k∈I 1/ek

(pi,j − π(P̂i,j))

P̂i,j =
∑
m∈M

K(Rcm

b (Rb
WPi,j + tbW ) + tc

m

b ) (7)

where I is the number of detected roadmarkers, J is the number
of a road marker’s edge intersections, M is the number of
cameras, K is camera intrinsics, ei is the depth from the center
of the ith roadmarker in FW to the camera, π(·) is the projection
function. As further masks introduce more errors with the same
segmentation accuracy, we denote the inverse depth 1/ei as the
weight parameter for reprojection errors.

IX. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the segmentation and localization performance
of our system with the proposed dataset and real-world SLAM
experiments. First, we use the proposed port dataset for road-
marker and lane segmentation, respectively, for the ablation
study to compare the performance of the multitask network with
a baseline of independent networks. Second, we demonstrate the
SLAM performance of the proposed system in port scenarios
covering different lighting and speed conditions. We also eval-
uate the calibration revision with different loading weights by
the SLAM performance.

A. Implementation Details

Our dataset evaluation comparisons are conducted on a com-
puter with an Intel i7-7700 K CPU at 4.20 GHz, 32 GB memory,
and GeForce 1080 Ti GPU. For outdoor SLAM tasks, we adopt
the real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS with 1 Hz frequency as
the ground truth. We design experiment trajectories in open
areas without tall mechanical structures to ensure GPS accuracy.
Monocular cameras capture RGB 752 × 480 images at 20 Hz
and are hardware synchronized. Our UPV platform is supported
by ZPMC,3 as shown in Fig. 7(a). For segmentation experiments,
we adopt the average precision (AP) as the metric to evaluate
the performance of roadmarker segmentation and use the inter-
section over union (IoU) to evaluate the performance of lane

3[Online]. Available: https://www.zpmc.com/pro/

Fig. 7. We demonstrate the UPV in (a) and the visualization of image
segmentation in sunny, shadow, night, and rainy (from left to right and up
to down) working scenarios in (b). (a) Brief view of our UPV platform op-
eration. (b) Illustrations of the various challenging scenarios in different
weathers.

segmentation. SLAM experiments are evaluated by the relative
pose error (RPE) and the absolute trajectory error (ATE) [44].
In our system, roadmarkers are set every 15 m, and we use the
electronic total station to get road markers’ 3-D position.

B. Results on the Proposed Multiobject Dataset

We release our dataset collected in port scenes with lane and
roadmarker information in a variety of lighting conditions. We
train our LDS-Net on the training set with stochastic gradient
descent for 10 epochs. The learning rate is set as 0.01 and decay
30% at epoch 3 and epoch 6.

In this part, our goals include: 1) demonstrate the performance
of LDS-Net by jointly solving lane and roadmarker segmen-
tation; 2) discuss the usage of features from ResNet-FPN; 3)
discuss the usage of the transposed convolution layer. To achieve
these, we compare the following cases.

1) LDS-Net, which is the network detailed in Section V. The
C3 feature from ResNet-FPN is adopted as the input of
the lane segmentation branch. The transpose convolution
layer is adopted to improve the resolution.

2) LS, which contains the ResNet-FPN and lane segmenta-
tion branch of LDS-Net.

3) DS, which contains the ResNet-FPN and roadmarker
segmentation branch of LDS-Net.
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TABLE II
ROAD MARKER SEGMENTATION ON PROPOSED DATASETS

AP50, AP75 indicate the IoU as 0.5 and 0.75. APs, APm, and APl mean AP for small,
medium, and large objects with 32x32 and 96x96 pixels as boundaries, respectively.

TABLE III
LANE SEGMENTATION ON PROPOSED DATASETS

MIoU, fwIoU, mACC, and pACC Indicate Mean IoU, and Frequency
Weighted IoU, Mean Accuracy, and Pixel Accuracy

4) LS-C2, LS-C3, LS-C4, and LS-C5, which are similar to
LS. The C2/C3/C4/C5 from ResNet-FPN is adopted as
the input of the lane segmentation branch, respectively.
No transpose convolution layer is used.

5) LS-C2T, LS-C4T, and LS-C5T, which contains the
ResNet-FPN and lane segmentation branch of LDS-Net.
The C2/C4/C5 from ResNet-FPN is adopted as the input
of the lane segmentation branch. The transpose convolu-
tion layer is adopted to improve the resolution.

Experimental results are demonstrated in Tables II and III.
They show that LDS-Net, comparing with LD and SD, can detect
lanes and squares simultaneously and produce correct results
without losing the performance of any task. Due to the shared
backbone, the computational efficiency of LDS-Net is better
than separate networks LS and DS. The inference time of LDS-
Net (99.3 ms) is greatly shorter than the sum of LS and DS (79.4
+ 43.8 = 123.2 ms).

Comparing the LS-C3, LS-C4, LS-C5, we find that the C3 is
the best feature for lane segmentation. We attribute this to the fact
that C3 provides the finest resolution than the others, which helps
the highly spatial dependent task, like lane segmentation. By
comparing three groups of baseline networks: (LS-Net-C3, LS-
Net), (LS-Net-C4, LS-Net-C4T), and (LS-Net-C5, LS-C5T), we
find adding a transposed convolution layer with stride 3 improves
the resolution of final lane segmentation results. The contribu-
tion of fine resolution to the lane segmentation accuracy becomes
marginal when using the C2 feature, and it costs much more
computational time (approximately 2× slower) than using C3
features. In our experiments, we find that if we use a transposed
convolution layer with stride 3 and the C2 feature (LS-Net-C2T),
the network does not converge well. The large resolution of
C2 feature does not need the improvement provided by the

Fig. 8. ATE (top three figures) and RPE (bottom two box figures) in
translation and rotation of Section IX-C.

transposed convolution. If we apply transposed convolution to
C2 feature, it easily makes the training unstable.

C. Results on Large Scale Outdoor SLAM Experiments

We evaluate our system on an UPV (see Fig. 7) in a port
testing field. We compare the proposed system with with two
state-of-the-art approaches, visual-based DSL [3] and LiDAR-
based M-LOAM [45], as benchmarks. DSL is a monucular visual
localization method with a prebuild pointcloud surfel map. M-
LOAM is adopted because of its high accuracy for comparison
experiments. We also design experiments demonstrating parts
of our system performance of how proposed heading angle
refinement module and calibration module affect the system
accuracy. These are denoted by Ours-no-Lane, Ours-no-Online-
Calib, Ours-no-Calib, indicating our methods without heading
angle estimation, our method without online calibration, and
our methods without precalibration and online calibration. The
results are shown in Fig. 8. The GPS is adopted as the ground
truth. Only the x–y axis and heading angle are considered as
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TABLE IV
ATE RMSE ON SECTION IX-C

TABLE V
ATE RMSE (IN METERS) OF OUR APPROACH, LIDAR-BASED BENCHMARK
M-LOAM, AND VISUAL-BASED BENCHMARK DSL OF SEQ.01 TO 07 WITH

DIFFERENT SCENES AND LOADINGS

helpful evaluation parameters for experiments. Furthermore, we
also design a variety of experiments with different loadings and
environments with seven different sequences.

As shown in Fig. 8, Table IV, and Table V, our localization
accuracy has better performance than DSL and achieves similar
results with the state-of-the-art LiDAR-based method. Even
DSL has a reliable prebuild 3-D surfel map, which plays the same
role as our prebuild 2-D map, the feature extraction part are easliy
affected by appearance changing, leading to drift in featureless
environments (night or rainy). The heading angle refinement
and two-step calibration module improve the localization accu-
racy without drift at the end of trajectory. Our method main-
tains a long-term and high-accuracy localization performance
in appearance-changing environments with different loadings.
We also notice that the proposed system is hardly affected by
scene changes, which proves the segmentation accuracy by the
proposed network. However, loading variations affect more than
appearance changes. We evaluate the extrinsic perturbation by
comparing loadings from 0 to 64 tons, and our ATE increases
with loadings. This indicates that the center of gravity location
of each container is not the same and fixed. Another reason is
that our fitting model for extrinsic parameters has the potential
to be improved. For long-term consistency, roadmarkers from
the prebuild map provide the loop closure function to ensure
drift elimination.

X. DISCUSSION

A. Advantages

We highlight that our proposed system is an accurate and
robust visual localization system with online calibration in
large-scale challenging environments. A typical application of
our system is for autonomous driving of enormous UPVs in
ports. Our system complements UGVs’ performance, which
suffers from localization failure under gantry cranes caused
by GPS signals blocked. Our proposed method enables UPVs
to extract high-level diamond-shaped road markers as visual

observations instead of low-level visual features. As verified by
our experiments, the proposed system achieves decimeter-level
localization accuracy in various challenging environments with
nearly 10 km length of tracks. Compared with other compli-
cated auxiliaries-based [Quick Response (QR) code] visual ap-
proaches, we introduce more general diamond-shaped markers
for a low cost of construction and maintenance.

B. Limitations

We recognize that our proposed calibration and localization
system has limitations. First, our approach relies on a huge
number of road markers to be preset and their position infor-
mation to construct the pre-build map. These constraints limit
the application scenarios. This system can only be adopted in
limited applications, such as ports. Second, the LDS-Net does
not have the ability to decide whether segmentation results are
correct or not, and the localization optimization module trusts
road marker masks with no doubts. In practice, we observed
several bad detection results. To solve this problem, we utilize
false detection rejection in Section VI-A and collect more images
as training datasets for our LDS-Net. This makes our network
overfitting to some extent. Finally, the density of road markers
is related to the quality of the wheel odometry since our system
provides refined wheel odometry as localization results when
there are no road markers available to be detected.

XI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a robust and high-accuracy visual
localization pipeline in the large-scale outdoor port scene. Sta-
ble visual instance segmentation results are extracted by the
proposed LDS-Net for roadmarker segmentation and lane seg-
mentation with real-time performance. The extrinsic variation
caused by containers is also considered by vehicle-structure-
based model fitting and online optimization. We also propose an
optimization module to solve a graph-based optimization prob-
lem with refined wheel odometry, keyframe feature matching,
and PnP corresponding constraints. Furthermore, we release our
image dataset about diamond auxiliaries and lanes in different
lighting conditions for segmentation tasks. We demonstrate the
robustness and high accuracy performance of the system in real
port scenes with a scale of square kilometers.

Our future work will focus on adopting high-level semantic in-
formation to improve the robustness of our system. Additionally,
we also plan to improve the proposed neural network efficiency
and localization accuracy with less computational resource cost.
Last but not least, we will investigate general approaches without
auxiliaries in similar challenging scenes.
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